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Union works to keep
UVIO police armed
by Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
Last spring, the UMO
administration authorized officers of
the Department of Police and Safety to
carry firearms on campus at all times.
In an Aug. 30 directive from President
Silverman's cabinet, that authorization
was withdrawn. In response, the
Teamsters union is working on a
grievance on behalf of the
department's officers, claiming the
new order limits their ability to protect
the UMO community and subjects
them to an unwarranted level of
danger.
Joann Fritsche, director of equal
opportunity and women's development
programs, and a member of the
cabinet, said last spring's decision to
arm the police resulted from threats
aimed at UMO personnel.
"At that time," Fritsche said, "the
cabinet was conscious of individuals
making threats. There was a feeling of
need for the arms. Our decision was
based on that."
John Coupe, vice president for
finance and administration, and a
cabinet member, said UMO's policy is
that "if the president deems it
desirable, based on the evidence he's
got, he can ask the police to carry
arms."
Two UMO police officers, who
asked their names not be used, said
they were allowed to carry guns
because administrators had been
threatened and needed extra
protection. "We were armed full time,
through the summer, and went about
our business," said one. "Since then,
we've done nothing to warrant a
change in the situation: The person
who made threats is still out there, and
the administrators are still there. It
seems like the department was armed
to protect a few people."
Fritsche said she believes "the
(threat) situation was brought under
control" and arming the police is no
longer necessary.
UMO policy currently allows officers
to carry arms only during escorts of
university money, when responding to
an activated burglar alarm or a report
of a serious crime in progress, and
when an apparent life-threatening
situation must be neutralized.
"For now," said one of the officers,
"if we're on patrol and a situation
arises where someone's in danger,
they'll have to wait while we go to the
station for our guns. This policy is not
One of UMOPD's Ruger handguns (Arnold photo)
only inefficient, it's unsafe."
Walter Stilphen, a Teamsters union
representative, said, "The police want
to take a practical approach to what is
needed to do the job. It is unrealistic to
have (unarmed officers) confronting a
dangerous individual. What should
they do, spit on him?
"The university tells the police, 'you
can carry weapons when you're
guarding our money, but not to protect
the students and others.' "„....;
Fritsche said she is philosophically
opposed to arming the police full time.
"This is an academic institution," she
said, "and it is desirable that police not
be armed. I like to think that reason
New herbicide means more berries
by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
A new herbicide, designed and
researched at UMO. will increase
Maine's bluebetry crop by SO percent.
said David Yarborough, assistant
scientist and a plant and soil
researcher.
The chemical Velpar was designed
by Yarborough and the University of
Maine's Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice.
Velpar increases blueberry output
by eliminating previously uncontrolled
weeds in the blueberry fields. Four to
.Mm.•••11
Communique
Thursday, Sept. 22
Plant Sale. Hauck Auditorium
Lobby. All day.
Career Planning and Placement
Workshop. "Job Seeking
Strategies." Wingate. 10 a.m.
Dance-Lecture Demonstration.
Kei Takei's Moving Earth Dance
Co. Memorial Gym. 10 a.m.
CAPS Brown Bag Discussion.
"Intro to the System." Coe
Lounge, Union. Noon.
French Table. Yellow Dining
Room, Hilltop Commons. Noon.
Campus Survival Skills. 'How to
Use the Library for Study and
Research." South Bangor
Lounge, Union. Noon '
eights pints of Velpar
applied to each acre of
blueberry fields eliminated
aster, goldenrod, hawk-
weeds, yarrow, pearly ever-
lasting, wild strawberries
and other problem weeds
that keep blueberry plants
from spreading, Yarbor-
ough said.
The chemical was desig-
ned in 1980 and researched
over a two year period
during which Velpar was
sprayed over experimental
fields in Washington coun-
ty. The chemical was
registered and labeled by
DuPont in July 1983.
In 1981, Maine blueberry
farmers produced 21 mil-
lion pounds of blueberries.
In 1982, 36 million pounds
were produced. Yarbor-
ough attributes the in-
crease to the use of Velpar
and the perfect weather
conditions.
Yarborough said that Velpar is the
first herbicide to kill most weeds.
"Velpar increases the efficiency of
blueberry production," he said,
"because there are more berries being
produced from the same amount of
land, and the crop is also cleaner and
easier to rake."
By using Velpar we can increase
productivity and decrease production
costs," he said.
Jamy Lasell, an organic blueberry
farmer from Franklin, said there are
problems with the use of Velpar.
po,
Artist BJ Thomas' rendition of wild Maine blueberries
Lasell, who owns three blueberry
fields, will use Velpar on one of his
fields to keep up with the competition
of other farmers who will use ,Velpar
for the first time.
The marketing process of the
blueberry industry will have to
change, if the farmers are to sell their
increasing crop.
"Markets will have to he found/for
the extra blueberries," Lasell said.
(See Berries, page 2)
can, and should, prevail."
Alden Stuart, assistant vice president
for finance and administration, and a
cabinet member, said he also has
philosophical objections to arming the
campus police. He said he has "no
qualms about issuing guns to my
hometown police, but this is a
Alden Stuart, assistant vice president
for finance and administration, and a
cabinet member, said he also has
philosophical objections to arming the
campus police. He said he has "no
(See Guns, page 14)
UMaine
budgeted $
always short
by Joe Ledo
Staff Writer
If the Board of Trustees can be
sure of anything when it submits
its budget requests for the
University of Maine to the
governor and the legislature, it's
that the BOT won't get what it
asked for.
During the last five years the
BOT has made budget requests
that on the average ask for a 15
percent increase in expenditures
over the previous year. And
during the last five years the
legislature has approved of
budgets that are almost 10
percent less than what the
trustees wanted.
The budget requests that are
made by the BOT cover a two
year period and ate handed to
the governor through the state
budget office. The governor
reviews the BOT requests and
then makes his or her own
recommendations and then turns
those over to the legislature.
The legislature will take up the
next two year UMaine budget in
the fall of 1984.
(See UMO, page 14)
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Maine State Senator John Baldacci (Arnold photo)
0-Berries
He also said processors may stag to
pay less, because there will be more
blueberries. Some small growers may
be 'shaken out" this way, he said.
"We will be producing more, but
not necessarily being paid more," he
said.
In Cherryfield. on.,.September 7.
Jasper Wyman and Son. Co., Maine's
largest blueberry grower stopped
harvesting, leaving hundreds of
thousands- of pounds of blueberries
Classifieds
Announcement
A new faculty member is looking for a
place to live or share with somebody .—
Please call M. Musavi at 581-2243.
Found
A gold ring with small stone in the
vicinity of Cutler Health Center. Contact
Andy Alexander 432 Gannet, 581-4924.
Lost
Lost-Ladies Hamilton watch'.
REWARD. Linda, 581-2735.
Lost-Brown waterproof wallet with
black trim. Please return to 133 Hart
Hall, ask for Jim. Reward involved.
Lost-Gray & White Cat, No Tail, Four
White Feet, Nose is 1/2 Pink and 1/2 black.
Last seen High St., Old Town area. Lost
late Thursday. Please Call Bill, 827-7924.
Lost-Dk. Blue Cordoroy 0.P. Wallet.
Please return to 108 Aroostook Hall. Ask
for Dave. Large Reward Involved.
(continued from page 1)
lying in the fields. The decision was
based on the -uncertainty of the
marketplace," Charles Davis. execu-
tive vice president of the company
said.
The Maine Department of Agricul-
ture's figures on the 1983 blueberry
harvest have yet to be recorded. But
with the perfect weather conditions
and widespread use of Velpar, next
year's crop is-expected to surpass all
other years..
State senator utilizes
what UMO classes offer
by Rob Doscher
Staff Writer
He's different than many politi-
cians, if only because he may be in one
of your classes.
But there's more to John Baldacci
than an I.D. number on the professor's
enrollment schedule.
Maine State Senator Baldacci,
(D-Bangor). is taking three courses at
UMO, not just for a degree, but for the
benefit this education will give him in
Augusta.
A history major. Baldacci has been
taking courses at UMO on an irregular
basis since 1973. Currently, he is
registered for Interpersonal .Com-
munication (SC2), Problems of State
Government (Pol 160) and The
American School (EDB2).
Baldacci said the courses are
helpful in solving problems special to
civic leaders. "Pol 160 will give me a
better understanding of the problems
that have historically faced state and
local governments and their relation-
ship with the federal government," he
said.
"The speech course will help my
communication with others, -which is
important since public official's are the
voice of the people," Baldacci said.
The American School may be of use
in senate proceedings when it meets in
January. since a report on Maine
education was recently released.
"Therefore," Baldacci said, "my
education course will help immensely
in understanding the education
issue."
Kenneth Palmer, chairperson of the
political science department and
instructor of Pol 160, said although
Baldacci will be "treated no different
than other students," he hopes
Baldacci's input during class dis-
cussions will add "a new dimension to
the course by giving students a
first-hand account of situations facing
Maine legislators."
Baldacci has been involved with
politics since 1978 and is currently
chairman of the Public Utilities
Committee in the Maine Legislature.
He is also manager of Momma
Baldacci 's Italian Restaurant in
Rangor. 
Mixed reaction to roadblocks
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
Stud'ent reaction to planned UMO
police roadblocks is mixed. Some say
the roadblocks are needed, others say
they're a waste of time and money.
By using roadblocks, the UMOPD
hopes to discourage drunken driving
and insure vehicle safety on campus.
Mark Klein, a junior business major
from Brunswick. Maine, said the
roadblocks are a good idea.
"It's a good way to cut down on
drinking and driving. It may seem
unfair to some people, but it's a good,
practical method.
"Drinking and driving is a definite
problem on campus. Money and time
devoted to the problar IS--cerfainly
justified," Klein said.
Joe Keene, an agricultural mech-
anization major from Bridgton, Maine,
said,"I think it's a good idea. This is
the first year that I've had a car up
here and I definitely think twice before
I go out drinking. I think about how
much I'll be drinking."
Kathy Rand, a junior advertising
major from Rumford. Maine, said she
thinks the roadblocks are fair.
"I think that they're good in a safety
sense. I don't think the police should
focus all of their time on trying to catch
people for speeding when there might
be something better to do. It's not a
thing to punish the people who are
driving, but an attempt to save other
people on the roads. Besides, people
who drive know that it's illegal to drive
after drinking," Rand said. ik
Scott Humphrey, a senior mech-
anical engineering technology major
from Orono, Maine, supports the
roadblocks.
"I think it's a good preventative
measure. If the police waited for an
accident to happen, it would be too
late," Humphrey said.
Some students were less positive
about the roadblocks.
"We're students, not children. I
don't like the idea. I could see it if
there was an epidemic of drunken
driving on campus. But still, there is a
law against drinking and driving,"
said Jeff Eldridge, a sophomore
compute. -.riajor from Brooks,
Maine.
The
KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
Invites all undergraduate males who are
interested in finding out about Greek Life
to an informational meeting.
Sept 29th at 7:00
Peabody Lounge Memorial Union
Kappa Sigma is a fine fraternity with 40 brothers
Inprocess c raising funds for the construction of a
new chapter house, to be built in the near future
Scholarships available
4th largest international fraternity
This will be a short informational meeting with no
obligations, please attend if interested
NtUNQ
FINE CHINESE CUISINE
PEKING,CANTON,HUNAN,
MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
25 Central St., Downtown Bangor
Tel. 945-5918
Over 100 varieties for your choice
dinner menu at a price as low as $4.95 for two
persons (including Chinese Tea).
Discount 10% for dinner menu during
the week of Sept. 26 to Oct. 1, 1983 with the
Discount Coupon (Sorry No Discount For
Luncheon Menu)
Open: From 11:00 am-
10:00 pm Monday
thru Sat.
trzilr2c 4c-1:Au dicitalli_inlrj
FINE CHINESE CUISINE
COUPON
10% for Dinner Menu
e t 26 to Oct. 1983
LAISLIXOUlLi_
The Moving Earth Dance Company
The/frlaineCampus
Thursday, Septemeber 22, 1983
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Miller: Uninhibited observer of a dusty world
byDavid Walker
"I have no money, no resources, no hopes- -I am
the happiest man alive."
These are precisely my own thoughts, these days.
But then I've been infected by Henry Miller's
exuberant meanderings; even his description of a
cockroach scuttling over a bedsheet, his bedsheet,
captivates me. Miller, you see, has given up. Now he
has nothing more to do but live.
And write. But is this writing? It hardly seems so;
one feels more like an unseen passenger aboard
Miller's own "cosmococcic" space vessel, peering at
the world's often sordid details through a 'great
' magnifying glass, but always able to step
back—with Miller's aid—and see the whole,
cosmically kaleidiscopic scene.
The quote I begin with appears on the opening
page of Miller's Tropic of Cancer. published in Paris
in 1934, banned in America until 1961, and
acclaimed by various literary giants as one of the
greatest books of our age. His semi-autobiograph-
ical, truly inimical style laces brothel and cosmos,
flesh and spirit, the palpable and the spiritual.
Reading Miller is a journey of the soul and body
designed not for the timid. It is writing imbued with
profundities and laced with sardonic, often
disgusting description.
"1 have been ejected from the world like a
cartridge. A deep fog has settled down, the earth is
smeared with frozen grease. I can feel the city
palpitating, as if it were a heart just removed from a
warm body. The windows of my hotel are festering
_ and there is a thick, acrid stench as of chemicals
burning. Looking at the Seine 1 see mud and
desolation. street lamps drowning. men and women
choking to death, the bridges covered with houses,
slaughterhouses of love. A man standing against a
wall with an accordion strapped to his belly; his
hands are cut off at the wrists, but the accordian
writhes between his stumps like a sack of snakes...
But Miller's eyes see beyond the desolation:
Miller thrusts at us a lesson in contradiction: His
words are alive, palpable, yet allude always to a
greater cosmic order; but the order is disorder,
impermanence, constant flux. His genius lies in his
in his ability to describe the absolute absurdity of life
while allowing the reader to share in his often joyful
acceptance of "the human condition." He wallows in
the pus of life; yet in the pus, or beauty, Miller sees
truth. Truth for Miller is acceptance of what is, but
not necessarily a passive acceptance. His has been
ribald, rambunctious and productive, life as any.
"Somehow the realization that nothing was to be
hoped for had a salutory effect upon me. For weeks
and months, for years, in fact, all my life I had been
TaOking forward to something happening, some
extrinsic event that would alter my life, and now
4uddenly, inspired by the absolute hopelessness of
everything's, I felt relieved, felt as though a great
burden had been lifted from my shoulders.-
• •
"I made up my 'mind that I would hold on to
nothing, that I would expect nothing, that henceforth
I would live as an animal, a beast of prey, a robber, a
plunderer... At the extreme limits of his spiritual
being man finds himself again naked as a savage.
When he finds God, as it were, he has been picked
clean; he is a skeleton. One must burrow into life
again in order to put on flesh."
"I decided to let myself drift with the tide, to make
not the least resistance to fate, no matter what form
it presented itself. Nothing that had happened to me
thus far had been sufficient to destroy me; nothing
had been destroyed except my illusions."
Read Miller. Or take a quick-. double-shot of
Russian vodka. The effect's the same. First there's
the firey titillation, then a sublime sweet, followed
right at the start, that I haven't a thing to complain
about."It's like being in a lunatic asylum, with
permission to masturbate the rest of-y-trar
world is brought under my nose and _all that is
requested of me is to punctuate the calamities."
Skepticism is naturally the order of the day for
those not well-explored in Miller's realm. Can he
really be true to his motto, "Always-joyful-and
_merry" and yet have endured such poverty and
squalor? The answer, of course, is yes. His books
--exude an earthy playfulness, a buoyant, carefree yet
passionate embrace of life in all its dimensions.
Miller, in a short collection of his essays, On Turning
Eighty. verbalizes his natural aversion to anything
remotely dogmatic; for it is pretense even in its most
subtle manifestation that he shuns with, no doubt a
wry chortle and quick about-face.
"My ideal is to be free of ideals, free of principles,
-free of isms and ideologies. I want to take to the
ocean of life like a fish takes to the sea.. .1 no longer
try to convert people" to my view of things, nor to heal
them. ..1 have never belonged to any organization,
religious, political or otherwise. Nor have I ever
voted in my life. I have been a philosophical
(continued on next page)
Subject: Advanced Banking
Now you can try Ad-
vanced Banking at UMO
_between the books and_the
burgers. An InstaCard
Banking Center, the latest
and most convenient form
of banking, has been
installed between the Book-
store and the Bear's Den
at Memorial Union.
Advanced Banking is
open to the students, faculty,
and staff of the University.
Now you can make deposits
or withdrawals, or pay loans
at the automatic teller
4 machine (ATM)—and all at
your own convenience. The
ATM is a machine you can
Location: Memorial Union, Time: At Your Convenience
University of Maine at Orono
bank on 16 hours a day,
7 days a week—whenever
Memorial Union is open.
The only prerequisite for
Advanced Banking is an
InstaCard from a participat-
ing bank, credit union, or
savings-and-loan associ-
ation. During the first few
days of classes, a hostess
will be at the Banking
Center to answer questions
and give demonstrations.
InstaCard applications will
also be available. Atten-
dance is optional, but
highly recommended.
No need to take notes or
do homework. But the next
time you need cash (or want
to make a loan payment)
don't phone home, or
borrow from your room-
mate, or beg from your
buddies: whip out your
InstaCard and head for the
ATM at Memorial Union.
Do your banking between
the books and the burgers.
It's the only way to "ace"
Advanced Banking.
NEI TAKEI'S
movinG
E MTH
DnncE
compnny
SEPTEMBER 23, 1983
Hauck Auditorium 8 p.m.
Students (with ID) $4.00
General Public $6.00
University of Maine at Orono
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(continued from page 4)
anarchist since my teens. I am a voluntary exile who
is at home everywhere except at home."
The world. I'm certain, would quickly crumble
with the likes of Miller inhabiting it and no others of
us to organize, proselytize or generally make it more
efficient. Or would it? Our immediate inclination,
after secretly loving him, is to discard his Bohemian
lifestyle as irresponsible and downright dangerous.
Miller, though, did not live a lazy life. Quite the
opposite. His thirst for life was, simply tireless.
Anais Nin, a contemporary of Miller's and a literary
comrade (not to mention a stunning and profound
writer, herself) wrote, "Henry seems so candid. He
talks without premeditation. He seems the
incarnation of spontaneity. He seems direct, open,
naked. He never withholds what he thinks or feels.
He passes no judgement on others, and expects none
to_be passed on him.
"He hates poetry and he hates illusion. His own
savage self confessions demand the same of others.
This passion for unveiling, exposing, must be the
one which compels him to enter June's (Miller's wife
for a few years) smoke-screened world."
And it's his penchant for fantastic candor, for
fearlessly describing the palpable. the sensual in life
which alienated critics in America and kept his books
banned for so many years.
He does not allude to human intercourse with
romantic embellishment; he paints a picture of the
whole, slimy, hot and turgid experience. Read no
further if you are offended easily;_ though this is a
tame illustration of Miller's candor.
"It was imperative now not to make a false move,
not to puncture the thin skin which she was still
spinning, like a cocoon, about her naked, carnal self.
To make the transfer from finger to prick required
the adroitness of a4nosmerist. The deadly pleasure
had to be-increased most gradually, as though it
were a poison to' which the body only gradually
became accustomed. She would have to be fucked
through the veil of a cocolin, just as years ago, in
order to take her, I had to violate her through her
etting everything out of his mind with this drawing. It is typical of his belief
nightgown."
The F word becomes so commonplace in many of
Miller's novels that one loses all the thrill of it, if
there ever was any. His extended descriptions leave
one first incredulous, and then yawning. And this is
what he wants; for us to clear away our obsessive
presuppositions about the act of sex and see it as yet
another dance in the celebration of life, or just as
sex. Not that Miller refrains entirely s from
embellishment; it's just that his writing serves an
overall purpose. It forces us to really see the world
and all its sordid intrigue, and love the whole
orgasmic struggle. Miller sees beauty in
everything and anything. But it is his sense of
wonder, he has written, that has served as an
unending fountain of sustenance.
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Apply Mon.-Fri.
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urphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer
Full or Part-time
HELP WANTED
WAITERS
Buy the Maine Masque
Theatre Season Book
MARY STUART
Friedrich von Schiller
"Intrigue at the court of Elizabeth I
as Mary Queen of Scots attempts
to gain the throne.
J. NORMAN WILKINSON, Cirector
OCTOBER 19-22, 1983
HAUCK AUDITORIUM. 8-15 curtain
Preview Performance
Tuesday October 18 at 8:15
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS
ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON
MARIGOLDS
Paul ZIndel
-The Pulitzer Prize winning story of
Tillie—keeper of robbits, dreamer
of atoms, true believer in life, hope,
and the effect of gamma rays on
mon-in-the-moon marigolds."'
ELIZABETH HE1D Director
OCTOBER 28-30 1983
MATINEE, OCTOBER 30, 2 PM
PAVILION THEATRE. 815 curtain
RHINOCEROS
Eugene ionesco
Continuing creative evolution of
the world from the pen of the fore-
most artist of theatre of the ab-
surd.
E.A. CYRUS Director
DECEMBER 7-10, 1983
HAUCK AUDITORIUM 8,15 curtain
Preview Performance
Tuesday December 6 at 8:15
CHILDREN OF A LtSSER. Gob
Mark Medoff
Winner of the 1980 Tony Award.
'An unusual love story
different worlds."
JAMES S. BOST Director
FEBRUARY 28 MARCH 4 1984
r,MATINEE MARCH 4, 2 PM
PAVILIO THEATRE. 8:15 curtain
THE ENTERTAINER
John Osborne
within two
"The original angry young man
takes a bawdy outspoken touch-
ing look —through English vaude-
ville—at institutions and traditions
in decline
ARNOLD COLBATH, Director
APRIL 25 28 1984
HAUCK AUDITORIUM, 8:15 curtain
Preview Performance
Tuesday April 24 at 8:15
For each book $11.00 U.M.O. Students, $15.00 Non-Students
Enclosed is $ (Make check payable to the University of
Maine, Department of Theatre/Dance)
Name 
Address 
Student I.D. Number, if any 
Mail to Dept. of Theatre, Dance 270 Stevens Hall, Tel. 581-1963
?c•.?, zattorei
1
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Moving Earth:Come with an open mind
by Heidi Morgan
At 8 p.m. on Friday night, Kei Takei's Moving
Earth Dance Company will perform in Hauck
Auditorium. This performance will 'culminate the
company's week residency here at UMO.
Moving Earth is a company of 11 dancers who
perform the choreography of Kei Takei. To
understand the origins of Moving Earth, one must
go back to those of Kei Takei.
Takei is a native of Tokyo, Japan, where she
spent her childhood studying dance and drama. In
1967, Takei was awarded a Fulbright Scholarshin.
she then came to the United States to study at the
Julliard School. She later met a small group for
whom she began to choreograph. This group
formed the nucleus of Moving Earth.
Since the late 1960's, Takei's choreography has
been directed toward a continuing opus entitled
"Light", presently consisting of 18 sections.
Though part of an interconnected whole, each
section can stand alone in a performance. These
sections range from solos to group pieces
involving 12 or more dancers. _
The Moving Earth Company was formed in
1969. Its current members are from around the
world and include John DeMarco from
Jamestown, NY; Lazuro Brezer from Edmonton,
Canada; Brian Laurier from Mystic, CT; Marisa
UMO PIZZA BUCK -
Madron from Alicante, Spain; Eisi Miranda from
Lima, Peru; Maldwyn Pate from Llanfleiddan,
Wales; Takako Takase from Kyushu. Japan; Pilar
Uretta from Mexico ,City and Sam Yip from
Changsha, Hunan Province, People's Republic of
China.
'It will not be modern dance. Come
expecting to see artistic expression,
individual artistic perception and
individual direction.'
Bangor Pizza Hut /7
657 Broadway
Bangor, Maine
142•00 OFF (
ANY LARGE PIZZA
947-5959
Offer Good
to 31 Dec. '83
Since 1974, the company has performed in 45
cities across the United States and in more than 14
countries around the world. In 1979, the company
was honored by the Japanese Dance Critic's
Award for Most Outstanding Performance of
1979.
OoRoFF
-I/ ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
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Graduate Student Board
the governmental, social and grant-awarding
organization by and for graduate students,
will be meeting
6 : 30 pm Sept.22
North Bangor Room, Memorial Union
All grad students are welcome
Delicious
Deli Specialties!
" You say Arby's, you say bountiful!
Arby's
Roast Beef Deluxe.
with loads of roast beef
plus lettuce, tomalo
and mayonnaise 4-7
A ••••-
Arby
French Dip =•,_
44Vittl piping 
 uhr tl
et. • 
o.
beet juices
vida ragt‘w  and much more57 BANGOR MALL BLVD.
Arby's
Submarine
with ham, salami,
pepperoni
Swiss cheese
During 1982, Moving Earth completed a world
tour and performed for the first time in Israel,
Hong Kong, Belgium and Scotland. Their 1983-84
season includes performances in Maine,
Vermont, California, Washington, Oregon,
British Columbia and an eight week tour in
Europe.
The company is New York City based, and will
be there for four months during the winter. While
in New York, the company spends its time
.teaching workshops and doing performances. Two
of the scheduled shows are "Marathon,"
continuous eight hour performances. At that time,
parts 10-18 of "Light" will be performed.
On Friday night, the company will be
performing sections two, eight and 18 of "Light."
When asked what the audience could expect to
see, Assistant Director Lazuro Brezer said, "It
will not be modern dance. Come expecting to see
artistic expression, individual artistic perception
and individual direction. It is important that you
come with an open mind."
The dance is choreographed with environment-
al sounds as opposed to more structured dance
(such as ballet) which is choreographed to music.
,Takei said this is where the influence of her
Japanese heritage comes in. "We  relate to
nature, have a sense of time and formality of
manner when we move." she said.
Moving Earth will be teaching master classes in
the dance department through Friday. The ---,—
company's performance is presented by the
Dance Division of the department of
theatre/dance. They are the first of two dance
companies to spend a residency with the
department. The Ram Island Dance Company will
conduct their residency in the spring_ ,
POSTERS
49 MAIN • BANGOR
Open Fri. Nites
MA Clark
46 Main Street
°atm Orono
Sweetheart Roses
$6.99
per dozen
Available at
downtown store only.
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WMEB:
by Stephen Macklin
Toned down, but not top 40
To call WMEB's main office neat
would be to violate one of the most
steadfast rules of journalism, the rule
prohibiting the publication of an
out-and-out lie. But somehow, from
behind desks piled with folders,
notebooks, tapes and albums, Station
Manager Mike Perry, and Program
Director Brad Hughes manage to run a
radio station.
In running a radio station one of the
first and most important jobs that must
be done-IS deciding who gets to go on
the air.Perry said prospective disc
jockeys are required to make a "demo
tape" which he and Hughes listen to to
determine how well a person com-
municates, what type of music he
chooses, and how well he can read
news on the air. "Any broadcasting
major who wants a show is not
necessarily given one, but it is easier
for majors to get shows," Perry said.
Perry described WMEB's relation-
ship to the journalism and broadcast-
ing department as "more cooperation
than anything else. They let us
program our own music, shows, and
news, and of course we like to have
them give us a hand whenever they
can," Perry said.
Perry said WMEB is not used as a
lab by the journalism and broadcasting
department to the same extent the
Maine Campus is, but he would like to
see more of that in the future.
Hughes said, "We want to be able
to run a news department that's
actually like a radio news department,
sending people out on stories and
beats, rather than depending solely on
the wire service."
"We want to be more competitive
with the Maine Campus," Perry said.
Perry said he and Hughes program
five songs per hour, which gives the
announcers control over about 90
percent of what they play on their
shows. "I don't thin* our format is as
hard as it was last year, but we're not
going top-40. We're not afraid of
artists who take chances, and we still
have our hard-cUise DJ's," Perry said.
Hughes said, "We don't want to
de-emphasize a lot of the mainstream
bands. Rigby now we have our best
variety of Music. A lot of the music
we're playing now is being picked up
by commercial radio. Commercial
radio plais the hits and college radio
plays the songs before they become
hits. We were playing the Stray Cats a
year before commercial radio picked
them/up."
According to Jonathan Tankel,
faculty advisor to WMEB, the station's
budget for the 1983-84 school year is
projected at $20,685. Tankel said the
figure is based on a projected
enrollment of 9,500 students per
semester and expected income from
the communications fee, the exact
amount of which is not yet known.
Tankel said WMEB's biggest
expenses are the Associated Press
wire service and the salaries of the 11
members of the executive staff.
'Finkel said the station also gets $5,200
from the journalism and broadcasting
department as a fee for using WMEB
as a lab.
As far as other WMEB activities go,
Perry said for now there is no
Alternative Music Night. "But that
could change very easily if we get
someone to do the background work
and find a place for the bands to play,"
Perry said.
WMEB is also sponsoring, in
connection with Student Entertain-
ment and Activities, a concert
featuring R.E.M. on October 14 in the
Memorial Gym.
• • . • . •••••••,,,, .. •
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Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi-
ness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions — the ones that
calculations, amortizations
and balloon payments.
The BA-35 means you
spend less time calculating,
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part
of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.
0 19R 3 Texas Instrunw-nt%
A powerful combination.
Think business. With
the BA-35 Student
Business Analyst.
TEXAS
NSTRUM ENT'S
CMating useful products
and services for you.
•••••,
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Fiction: The _Rubber __tamp Incident
by Stephen Macklin
Thomas 
Billings, head of the Bureau of Soda Pur-
chasing, a sub-unit of the Junkfood Regulatory
Agency, returned from his two-week vacation to
find on his desk 152 copies, in triplicate, of form AR19-
22B.
The Junkfood Regulatory Agency was created in 1982 by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare to regulate the
amount of junkfood sold in America. The Bureau of Soda
Purchasing was created in 1983 to regulate the amount of soda sold
in America. The Bureau of Soda Purchasing accomplishes this with
form AR19-22B, which all soda wholesalers must fill out every
month, in triplicate, in order to be allowed to sell soda. However,
no AR19-22B has ever failed to 'be approved.
Billings, the head of the Bureau of Committee for the Formation-of New-
Soda Purchasing, sat at his desk and Bureaus and Committees. The Corn-
stared blankly at the pile of 152 AR19- mittee for the Formation of New
22Bs, in triplicate, for five minutes, Bureaus and Committees is the only
then got an idea. It occurred to him committee which, in emergency, one
that he should get a rubber stamp of can deal with directly.
his signatL_sse ,'Surely," he thought, Declaring to the receptionist that he
"stamping my name 456 times must be was there on emergency business,
easier than signing it 456 times." Billings, head of the Bureau of Soda
With this in mind, he rode the Purchasing, was immediately let into
elevator down two flights to the the committee chamber. He told the
parking garage, climbed into the Committee for the Formation of New
official Bureau of Soda Purchasing Bureaus and Committees about his
K-car, and, before backing out of his lost RS131-49D, and the 179
parking space, reached out and AR19-22B's, in triplicate that were
unfurled the red emergency pennant piled on his desk. After five minutes of
on the , antenna. The emergency deliberation the Committee for the
pennant is a beacon to all pedestrians, Formation of New Bureaus and
motorists and traffic officers that he is Committees agreed to form the
on a mission of great bureaucratic Committee for the Searching-Out and
urgency, and therefore excused from Finding Lost Request Forms. They
such annoyances as speed limits and sent a page to the Bureau of •
stoplights: it is usually reserved for Paperwork to fill out, in triplicate,
such emergencies as being late for a form LR72-147Z, a request form for a
lunch date or cocktail party, and new committee. The page then
getting through rush-hour traffic. took the LR72-147Z, in triplicate, to
He made the two-and-a-half-block the offices of the Committee for the
drive to the office of the Bureau of Delivery of Request forms, which
Paperwork in a minute and three delivered it to the Committee for the
seconds and skidded to a halt in a Formation of New Bureaus and
parking space marked "FOR Committees, where it was instantly
CUSTOMERS ONLY." approved.
Once inside, he obtained and filled The first thing Thomas Billings .
out, in triplicate. form RS131-49D, a head of the Bureau of Soda
request form for a rubber stamp. He Purchasing, did the next morning was
then went to the offices of the drive to the Bureau of Paperwork and
Committee for the Delivery of Request fill out, in triplicate form LF27G-B7S, a
Forms, and after a five-minute search, request to have the Committee for the
found the slot marked, "RS131-49D Searching-out and Finding of Lost
RUBBER STAMP REQUESTS," then Request Forms search out and find his
paused to figure out how to fit into the lost RS131-49D. He then took the
seven-inch slot the 8 1/2 by 11-inch LF27G-B7S, in triplicate, to the
RS131-49130. in triplicate, on which the Committee for the Delivery of Request
bottom line read, "Do not fold, Forms which delivered it to Clint
spindle, or mutilate." - -- Miller, head of the Committee for the
Searching-out and Finding of Lost
Request Forms, who approved it-with
his rubber stamp-and, since he was
the only member of the committee,
began to search for the lost RS131-49D
Two days later, the head of the
Bureau of Soda Purchasing received a
call from the head of the Committee
for the Searching-out and Finding of
Lost Request Forms. His lost
RS131-49D had been found in one of
Thomas Billings, head of the Bureau the out bins of the Bureau of
of Soda Purchasing, decided that he Bureaucratic Waste and Refuse.
had had enough, and that no one was Miller told Billings that he had taken
going to make him sign 178 the found RS131-49D to the Committee
AR19-22B's, in triplicate. So he went for the Delivery of Request Forms. The
down to the parking garage, climbed Committee for the Delivery of Request
into the official Bureau of Soda Forms had delivered it to Margaret
Purchasing K-car, unfurled the Davis, head of the Bureau of Rubber
emergency pennant, and, with tires _ Stamps, who signed it--her RS131-49D
40ealing, sped off to the office of the had been lost for six weeks--then took
, By noon the next day the pile of
AR19-2213's, in triplicate, had grown
to 178, but there was no sign of the
rubber stamp.- Angry, Billings called
Margaret Davis, head of the Bureau of
Rubber Stamps, to learn what caused
the delay. Mrs. Davis told him that his
RS131-49D had not been delivered by
the Committee for the Delivery of
Request Forms.
Eke t.cht.1
it tolhe—Cbiiittee-for the Tie1iveW4if
Request Forms, which delivered it to
George Harris, foreman at the rubber
stamp production plant.
When Billings, head of the Bureau
of Soda Purchasing, arrived at his
office the next morning, he found that
the pile of
had grown
was his
AR19-22B's, in triplicate,
to 246, but sitting beside it
rubber stamp, and a
A F)
corn-0 imenTary int pad.
Note: This story was written with the
approval of the Committee for
Censoring Stories about the Bureaus
and Committees of the United States.
The events and committees are
fictitious, and any resemblance to
committees, either functioning Or
defunct, is purely coincidental.
MEB quote of the week:
"Punk Rock? Hardcore? Straight edge? Hear
the truth! Friday nights at 10 p.m. I play what
other radio stations won't."
Cecil Strange
WMEB-FM top 19 albums, week of Sept. 23:
1. Talking Heads—Speaking In Tongues
2. Graham Parker—The Real Macaw
3. Big Country—The Crossing
4. Tom Tom Club—Close to the Bone
5. Peter Schilling—Error in the System
6. Elvis Costello—Punch the Clock
7. "Attack of the Killer B's—Compilation Album
8. Translator—No Time Like Now
9. DFX2—DFX2
10. Men Without Hats—Rhythm of Youth
11. Killing Joke—Fire Dances
12. Fun Boy Three—Waiting
13. Cheap Trick—Next Position, Please
14. Adrian Belew—Twang Bar King
15. Ascenders—The Ascenders
16. Soundtrack—National Lampoon's Vacation
17. Roman Holliday—Cookin' on the Roof
18. Wham! U.K.—Wham! U.K.
)9. Aztec Camera—High Land, Hard Rain
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114la Chalkixfitist
•is
Proud To Be A Part Of
The
6TH ANNUAL PARENTS
AND 1‘
FRIENDS' PLANT SALE
SEPT. 20-24
• HauckAuditorium Lobby and Patio
• BCC Student Union
• Saturday Sept. 24 on the Mall
Plants for '1.49 and up
Cut Flowers
Mugs
India Prints
Incense
Assorted Plan
Supplies
*Don't forget to pick up a corsage on the
Mall for Saturday's game! 
YVA Ci fIQrijtf itlig„
TO BENEFIT
UMO STUDENT ACTIVITIES
46 MAIN STREET
ORONO, MAINE 04473
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On the Edge
DAVID R. WALKER
The one that counts
Take a look around you for a moment. Lookaround in your classes and see howovercrowded some of them are. Look
through the stacks in the library and see how many
new books-have been bought it recent years. Take a
_look in your laboratories and studios and wonder if
_ their equipment is sufficient in number and quality to
. . adequately train you in your intended field. Look at
salaries and ask yourself if you
wouldn't feel just a bit insulted to receive such wages.
Then take a look at a few numbers. UMO needs $5
million to maintain its present level of programs and
services. Maine ranks 49th nationwide in per capita
appropriation to state universities. UMO's share of
that appropriation has fallen 2.5 percent in the past
five years; that's $1.5 million at today's budget
levels. The College of Arts and Sciences turned away
about 1,000 students this spring for lack of space in
its programs.
No, despite the recent rhetoric emanating from
the Chancellor's office and the chairman of the Board
of Trustees, all it takes is a not-so-hard look around
to realize that there is something deeply wrong and
unjust about the UMaine budget in general and the
UMO budget in particular.
It's not as if this problem has gone unnoticed.
UMO's recently completed self-study shows just how
serious the state of this campus' finances is.
President Silverman ahd members of his
administration pointed this out to the Board of
Trustees and members of his administration pointed
this out to the Board of Trustees and members of the
legislature in the spring. They made no bones about
the fact that without supplemental funding they
might have to make priority decisi-_-ri- Imong UMO's
three functions: education, research and public
service. What did they receive for their trouble?
4/eyy.
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First, the collective deaf ears of the BOT and its
vocal condemnation when they asked seven public
service groups for impact studies on some rather
severe budget cuts needed to prop up academic
programs on campus.
Though it was later decided that, the proposed cuts
would have an unacceptable effect on the service
programs, the mere fact that they were ever
proposed, in direct contradiction to UMO's mission
as a lan.d gra*, university, shows just how bad the
situation has.,become. But what is even more
dismaying is the almost nonexistant level of support
these administrators have received. Here they are,
staking their professional reputations, and quite
possibly their jobs, on the premise that UMO is
woefully underfunded and precious few people have
stepped forward to support what is obviously a
worthy stance. .
But now you have your chance. The Council of
Colleges is encouraging students, faculty and anyone
else concerned enough about the funding situation to
attend the BOT meeting this Monday in Presque Isle.
Student Government is presenting you with the
opportunity to make known how the budget squeeze
has affected you personally at a news conference on
the library steps this afternoon. What you must
realize is that you can actually make a difference;
your voice can count. In fact, you must make it
count, not simply because these funding questions
affect you, but because they are primarily made for
you. You can shake the complacent bureaucracy if
you want, or you can let another issue slide by. It's
all up to you.
1LaAAt “az.
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Catharsis
Mirrors. They repulse me. I cannot
escape my reflection. Even where there
are no mirrors I see my image, observe
my every move. I am sick.
I wish I were a dog. No, a cow. This
absurd existence would be no more and
I would be content to chew. I would
chew grass and not this indulgent crap
this relentless, futile self-questioning.
The falsity! Drifting through class
after class, squirming and shifting,
always struggling to listen and ready to
spew back for fear of failure. I've been
a successful coward, thinking I was
living when in fact I'd been a spineless
fool, existing carefully so not to upset.
Living to please some unseen, all-
pervasive and expectant judge of my
every action.
I sat staring despondently at the
Stillwater, envying its perfect
disregard, its primeval movement, its
mysterious blackness. I've been stifled
my entire life, I thought in disgust.
Strangled. Propelled by an insidious
fear. At least, I thought, there is
realness to this utter despair.
Drink. I will drink. I will lose myself
to drink. I am sick of abstractions. I
will go to Barstan's where people let
loose. I drank, but in Barstan's, too,
the air reeked of stiflement, a stale,
suffocating odor. And I, disgusted by
the inhibition, saw only clones
immobilized, ejecting the same trite
crap, gesticulating in conformity.
Glancing about like whimpering fools,
their passion was no doubt stymied by
years of self-imposed self-doubt, and
fear of expulsion from their "crowd."
A sorry bunch, I thought to myself,
half chuckling.
At least the music seemed real. I
could feel it pulsating, throbbing
through body and head. How I
yearned to dance!! But I was glued to
the chair, heavy as lead. A woman
danced alone, though she looked more
like she was swimming through the air,
weightless. Her movements knew
no restraint. I wanted nothing more
than to dance with her abandon.
The tension was palpable: I could
stay seated or defy the stultifying gazes
and know what it is to be free. My walk
the few feet to where I would dance
was the greatest act of defiance I'd
known. Each step was a wrenching
away of another critical gaze in an
endless sea of eyes, watching, each set
a shackle on my limbs. To hell with
you, I am going to dance.
In my fury my labored movements
changed from stiff to pounding and
intensely rhythmic until I was no
longer aware that I was dancing. Each
thrust of my arms, every twist of my
hips was a shedding of self restraint
borne from fear, a strangling fear that
stymies one's very Being, reducing a
person to a pathetic, confused
amalgam of reactions.
With my eyes shut, my head filled
with light, one moment blue and the
next red. And the heat; my body was
soon drenched. I remember a
brilliantly lucid thought: I am dying
and this is my last chance to dance.
There were no more people watching.
The dancers moving about me were to
my eyes gone. I could not hold my
tears. They ran down my cheeks,
already dripping with sweat. Beads of
this cathartic juice spun off my body as
I twisted and shook. I was smiling.
There was no more disgust. This
dance, I thought, might never end.
when
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Moose hunt justified
To the editor:
In response to Nancy Hey's
letter, "The Last Season?"
(Campus, 9/21/83) from
where I quote, "We have no
right to kill moose or any other
animal for our own use," I can
only ask, "Excuse me?"
I have no urge to
address that comment yet. I
will take this opportunity to
make two brief points in favor
of the moose hunt.
First, the fe
commission of this state has
decided that the current moose
population is too high and that
management of this
population is necessary.
Second, let us not forget
that the end Iesult of such a
Please note...•
hunt is that meat fills the
freezers, e.g., food is
provided.
Without commenting
further on such controversial
issues such as the degree of
sport involved or the
participation of out-of-state
hunters, let us note that the
wildlife professionals of this
state have responded in
accordance to their
responsibilities of wildlife
management. And yes, if
given the opporz.:zAtr
participate, I, too, would fill
my freezer and thus eliminate
my "beef trips" to L&A
Market.
Mark W. Leblanc
Orono
The Maine Campus does not print anonymous letters
or commentaries. We have received many interesting,
provocative, well-written letters .and commentaries
which, unfortunately, have been unsigned. Please
include your name and address when writing to the
Maine Campus.
Keep the customers satisfied
To the editor:
I am a forestry/business
administration major
returning to Cumberland Hall
and I wanted to comment on
the food in Stewart Commons.
Last year the food in Stewart
Commons was not spectacular
but at least there was some
variety and it was edible.
Returning as a sophomore this
year I thought I know what to
expect as far as the food was
concerned, but as usual with
the commons you never know
what to expect. There are
some people who will read this
and say that I am a childish,
picky, little wimp who is being
a baby, homesick for mom's
cooking. Maybe so, but if
some of this stuff was served
to the rest of the world it could
end society as we know it
today, I mean, the cavemen
ate better food than some of
this! I will give you a "for
instance." Here are a few
items from their imitation
Italian -f0c - section or-the
menu: one item is their
American Chop Suey,
otherwise knOYYtt- as upchuck
stew. If the pasta was any
softer you could take it
intravenously. Another
selection from the imitation
Italian food section is one of
tire chef's specialties. It really
shows off his artistic genius. I
call it hidden veal parmesan
surprise. When you are at the
serving window you see it
sitting there and you get all
psyched up because it looks
halfway appetizing; you let
your guard down and take a
piece. When you get hack to
the table though, you find out
they pulled another fast one
on you because it is really
surprising if you can find any
veal under the bread
parmesan. One of their better
meals is their chicken;
unfortunately, it is one of their
only meals. In the first two
weeks of school we must have
had chicken 12 or 13 times. I
like chicken but if I eat any
more of it I think I am going
to sprout feathers and start to
cluck.
I understand Stewart
Commons has a tough job. I
also understand they have to
serve on the average 700 to
1,000 students per meal, per
day, including off-campus
students, and they cannot
please everyone's indivudual
tastes. I know someone will
always have some aspect of the
menu to complain about and
someone will always be
dissatisfied but I also think
this dissatisfaction can be kept
to a minimum. I think when
there are that many students
or that many clients of any
type being serviced in one
place, time after time, they
have an obligation to provide
us with the best possible
service. After all, we are
paying customers. Is it because
they already have our money
and know we have to come
back that they do not care and
serve us anything? I do not
know about that, but I do
know if this was any type of
food establishment with such
a large clientele, a severe
effort would be made to serve
better food and keep its
customers happy.
Aside from this, after a long
day of classes, the -last thing
you want is Crutimy fo-od. The
food you eat, or lack of it,
definitely affects your
academic performance. If a
student goes to a class or an
exam hungry because the food
the commons serves is too
unappetizing to eat, this will
have a direct effect on his
performance. You cannot
concentrate or formulate your
ideas on detailed material
while your stomach is
growling or because you are
listless from lack of nutrition.
If not for the other reasons I
mentioned, this alone should
be enough for Residential Life
and Stewart Commons to re-
evaluate their menu. Not only
should they make a strong
effort to make our food more
palatable but also more
pleasing to the eye. After all,
we are the ones who have to
eat it.
Mark Vermeal
329 Cumberland Hall
Commentary
1 t was the end of August and I bumped into mybuddy LaDoc bouncing out of Aubert Hall,which is the summer residence of aging pre-
meds.
"Ow!" I said. "You feel like precast conc. Is
this a body transplant? Where did your upper
thighs go ?" .
She swung a SO-pound sack of science books
from one hand to the other and grinned. "You
won't believe what I found." she said. "Come
on.
She dragged me down the hall to the gym
where we put on leotards and sweats and went
into a dark little padded cell full of clusters of iron
junk that looked like jetsam from the trash can
school of sculpture, or home furnishings of the
Late Inquisition period.
"Push." she said, ignoring me.
After 45 minutes or so of a routine that called to
mind a perverse (way of the cross,) I was aware of
a degree of eletron transport activity in places that
has not seen active duty since "Boogaloo Against
the War," 1969.
"Now how does that feel?" she asked.
I groaned, in time to the music.
"Yeah, and that's not all, " she said. "Wipe
the sweatballs out of your eyes and have a look
around."
Indeed I did. "Doc," I said. "It is true we are
old. Threads of platinum appearing in our
ponytails. Our miniskirts have long been retired.
We must monitor carefully the levels of our
cardiac activity. I sense a danger-threshold here.
I have not encountered so many sweet young
Kinks out!
things in shorts since the Santa Monica Jello
Riots. And what ho. I detect them looking at us."
"Well, get off that thing," she said, unlacing
me out of the Nautilus double chest. "Come over
here where we can observe more discreetly."
She led me Across the padded cell and handed me
two chunks of cast iron. We planted ourselves
behind a blockade of metal v. eights and pulleys
that also had more young adorability attached to it
in the major positions. "Now just listen to the
music and do this," she instructed, describing
with the irons a series of arcs and sine curves that
created exquisite screaming sensations in my
tender under regions, "Look over there," she
whispered to me, prison-style, out of the corner of
her mouth.
"Aren't we being sexist?" I panted back, with
my eyes on a set of shoulders that looked like they
were trying to move the equivalent of the front
end of a Ford F250. and did.
"Nah," she replied. "We have to scrutinize
technique. Otherwise we could hurt ourselves."
"My self already hurts," I said. Later in the
showers—which have not yet been liberated—we
discussed the barriers.
"A lot of women who come in at first say they
feel intimidated by all the bulk," LaDoc said.
"But then when you find yourself standing there
swinging 20 pounds of metal in each fist, you
discover that you are not so easily threatened. It's
easier to move the furniture. You can, take the
tacky training wheels off your luggage. You can
push the Toyota out of the mud hole. Yon
could—if you had to—lift little old ladies out of
Hafiza Haqili
the way of oncoming pulp trucks. Three months of
this and you'll 10 years younger."
I thought of those cunning young shoulders and
agreed that it was a possibility.
"Of course there are little things," she said,
smearing lipstick over the peephole somebody
had scratched in the painted-over glass panel in
the door to our dressing room—as if it's a big deal
to watch a bunch of wet-haired women putting on
deodorant. "Like the time a size five petite friend
of mine was in doing a tight cool-down routine
after running, and some tall skinny balding guy in
a gray T-shirt who did not look like Frank Zane
said to her. 'Why do you bother to come in here if
you aren't going to do anything?' And she was too
surprised to get him right then, feeling that
having paid her fee she saw entitled to come in
and do whatever she could as long as she didn't
damage any equipment."
Doing it every other day for an hour or so is a
reasonable alternative to sitting in the Yankee
hogging creme rolls for exercise, or sneaking a
few puffs in the third floor ladies' for wind.
Especially for those in health professions who
ought to maintain exemplary tone. We like having
a place to go to listen to tunes, dance a little, get
two percent stronger, sweat out some toxins, and
then get all showered and scrubbed for the next
prelim. We work so hard if the competition wasn't
so impressive. And I made a breakthrough the
other day. Lifted 190, right off the floor! It took
him by -surprise, but I think he liked it.
— .t
•
a
by Scott Blaufuss
ll
by Barnaby G. Thomas
BVT EVER. SINCE JOHN \dAYNE DIED
I KINDA MISS THAT STrJEF
by Berke Breathed
—
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Circuit
Of privileges and rights: driving laws
Generally speaking, a motorist does not have a
right to operate a motor vehicle on a public street
or highway. Such activity is instead considered a
privilege accorded the motorist by the state—a
privilege which is subject to restriction and
regulation by the state, and which may be denied
SLS Notes
Jamie Eves
by the state in certain circumstances.
Corpus Juris Secundum says: "The right to
operate a motor vehicle on a public highway is not
an absolute right, and -is not a natural,
unrestrained, or unqualified right, and is not
embraced within the term 'civil rights', but rather
is a privilege and subject to reasonable regulation
and control." (60 C.J.S. 10.)
This principle has been upheld by courts in
virtually every jurisdiction. "The right of
movement does not.. .confer upon the motorist...
the right of untrammeled movement on a public
highway. (New _Jersey Kabayama, 236A. 2d
164. "There is no inherent or constitutional right
to drive an automobile on the highway, and
whether one shall be permitted.. .and under what
conditions and restrictions is a matter for the
Legislature."' (Maine—v. Efemerritt, 103- A: 2d
106.)
It was with this principle in mind that the Maine
Legislature recently passed a number of
significant changes in Mai9e law governing
drivers' licenses and operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of alcohol.
Any driver's license granted to a person under
20 will, from now on, be considered a provisional
license. The provisional period will-last one year
or until the driver turns 20, whichever is longer.
Even licenses granted by other states will be
considered provisional licenses for the purpose of
driving in Maine.
Any holder of a provisional license who is found
guilty of any state" traffic violation will have
his/her license suspended for 30 days for the first
offense, 60 days for the second offense, and
longer for the third.
For operating under the influence (OUI), the
penalties are more severe. The Secretary of State
will suspend the provisional license of anyone
under 20 who has either been convicted of OUI, or
who has been caught driving with a blood-alcohol
level of 0.02 percent. A blood-alcohol level of 0.10
percent is required for conviction of OUI. Thus a
teenager who is not guilty of OUI can have his/her
license suspended.
Neither must there be a finding against the
driver in a court of law. All that is necessary for
license suspension is for dm Secretary of State to
receive a report from a police officer alleging
probable cause to believe the driver may have
Plain Campus
Communique
Thursday, Sept. 22
Noon Prayer. Sponsored by MCA. Drummond
Chapel,Union. 12:10 p.m.
Sandwich Cinema. "Whales with Jacques Cousteau"
and "Powers of Ten." FFA Room., Union.112:15 p.m.
Master Class in Vocal Techniques with Eileen Farrell.
For information, call 581-1240. 120 Lord. 1 - 3 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. "Using Full CMS—Intro to CP." 227
E/M. 3 - 5 p.m.
Poetry Hour. Sutton Lounge, Union. 3:30 p.m.
Karate Lessons. Archery Range, Lengyel Gym.
Registration at C. and I. Division, 126 College Ave.,
Orono. Beginners, 6 - 7:30 p.m.; intermediate-
advanced, 7:30 - 9 p.m.
Geological Sciences Seminar. Dr. Warren Hamilton,
U.S.G.S., Denver: "Mode of Extension of Continental
Crust." 20'7 Boardman. 4 p.m.
Bible Study. Sponsored by MCA. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 6:30 p.m.
Episcopal Eucharist. Sponsored by the Canterbury
Club. Canterbury House, 2 Chapel Road, Orono. 7
p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series. "The Conformist."
Student Union, BCC. 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 23
Plant Sale. Hauck Auditorium Lobby, Union. All day.
Microbiology Seminar. Dr. Anne Sherblom, biochemis-
try: "Cell Communication, Cancer and Sialic Acid."
124 Hitchner. Noon.
Career Planning and Placement Workshop. "Resume
Writing." Wingate. 1 p.m.
Migratory Fish Research Institute Seminar. Dr. Joseph
Graham, Maine Dept. of Marine Resources, West
Boothbay Harbor: "A Conceptual Model of Larval
Herring Production, Coastal Maine" 102 Murray. 3:10
p.m.
Special Sabbath Eve Service. Sponsored by Hillel.
Banks of the Stillwater River, near Steam Plant parking
lot. In case of rain, Drummond Chapel, Union. 4:30
p.m.
BCC Picnic Barbeque. Admission. 5 p.m.
SEA Movie. "Z." 101 E/M. Admission. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Planetarium. "The Sky is Falling..." Wingate.
Admission. 7 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Room, Union. 7:30 p.m.
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consumed enough alcohol to have a blood-alcohol
level of 0.02 percent, and the accompanying test
results to demonstrate it.
It is also difficult to get any kink of driving
privileges back before the expiration of the one
year suspension. A new provisional license may
only be granted after half of the suspension has
gone by, and then only after completion of an
alcohol awareness program. (29 M.R.S.A. 2241-
G.)
For conviction of OUI (blood-alcohol content ot
0.10 percent or more), new laws allow the
issuance of a restricted license for travel to and
from work and alcohol awareness programs only,
before the expiration of the suspension. (29
M.R.S.A. 1312.)
For any driver, the Secretary of State will
suspend his or her license upon receipt of a report
by a police officer containing the results of a
blood-alcohol test of 0.10 percent or greater.
Again, it is not necessary that the driver be found-
guilty in a court of law. (29 M.R.S.A. 1311.)
All of these suspensions may be appealed, but
under the new law, the suspension will remain in
effect during the appeal.
Because the Constitution provides that you
cannot be deprived of life, liberty or property
without due process of law, you cannot be fined or
imprisoned without a trial; but because- your
driver's license is a privilege, the state will
sometimes take it away simply through
administative process.
Jamie Eves is a professional paralegal at
Student Legal Services.
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To get ahead, you've got to push
the right buttons.
An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small invest-
ment that pays big dividends. Today,
with the grades you'll get and the time
you'll save. And later on, when you're
concerned with that all-important
bottom line. Simply put, the HP-12C
is the most powerful financial calcu-
lator made since man learned the
difference'between profit and loss.
It knows how to pinch a penny.
The HP-12C has built-in him,.
-ffons which know the busifiess: the
business of dollars and cents. A unique
logic system gives you reliable answers
fast. It's dependable, powerful, and
best of all, the HP-12C will never
need a Christmas bonus. That's enough
to put a smile on the face of the most
demanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there
-
with the-HP-12C by Hewlett-Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or
HP sales office nearest you, call TOLL-
FREE 800-547-3400 and ask for
operator #11 M-F, 6 a.m.-6p.m
Pacific Time.
Personal Computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.
Eha
Check your campus bookstore or any of the following dealers:
Bangor
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
45 Bangor Mall Blvd
(207) 947-1151
HEWLETT
PACKARD
t a.
_
-r —
-
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0-Guns
qualms about issuing guns to my
hometown police, but this is a diffe_rent
community."
But one unidentified officer said
there have been violent acts involving
UMO community members, and he
added, "There are all kinds of guns in
the dorms. I'm surprised there have
been no injuries or deaths."
The other officer said, "For the
most part, outsiders are the problem,
not the students." He cited instances
involving escaped patients from the
Bangor Mental Health Institute with
known violent tendencies. "Mentals go
berserk when they see a uniform," he
said. "We've had guys attacked." He
also said a man, claiming to be fighting
Cuban revolutionaries and armed with
a pistol, was subdued by unarmed
officers at WMEB-FM.
He said, "The administration tells us
what we need to do our jobs, but we
have to be out there. The people
making the decisions don't live here at
night. They don't see the (criminal
element)."
The Director of the Department of
Police and Safety, Alan G. Reynolds,
(continued from page 1)
said, "We still have situations that
could cause problems. I'd like to see
some changes made. I think the
officers should be armed."
Reynolds said he doesn't know if the
administration is sensitive to the
police officers' situation. "I follow
orders," he said, "and we're
conforming to the policies as they now
stand."
Joan Cambridge, special assistant to
the president, and a cabinet member,
said, "I believe there are arguments to
be made both ways in this. I wouldn't
take a stand either way."
Varch ofDimesSAVES BABIES
HELP FIGHT
BIRTH DEFECTS
TH'S SPACE CONitii BuTE BY,THE
Murphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer.
Sirloin Steak $6.95
Sirloin Tips $5.95
Salad Bar
ae0 ' We'll give you
)/Items already on
t sale are 
exclude.4 
/5 %off
storewide through
October 31
with a valid
student ID card.
Esprit
Prime Cuts
O.P.
much more
THE
GQA661-10PPEQ MOP
OF MAINE
24 West Market Sq. Downtown Bangor
•••••••••..••••••••Pt.,'
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At UMO, as at the other six
campuses, there can be no planned
budget deficits.
Silverman says that the primary
cause of UMO's money problems are
the fact that UMO's share of the total
state appropriation to the UMaine
system has dropped from 53.1 percent
to 50.6 percent in the past five years.
That 2.5 percent drop is equal to
almost $1 million at current budget
levels.
But university Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy disagrees with Silverman's
figures and said any reductions in
UMO's budget in the past five years
has been insubstantial.
When the budget is approved and
the money appropriated, the trustees
receive the funds without line-item
restrictions. In other words, the
legislature lets the BOT decide where
the money should go.
The BOT, in turn, hands over the
money for the seven campus presidents
without giving them line-item
restrictions. However, there are
exceptions. For instance, the
legislature can make an apportionment
(continued from page 1)
which will specifically dictate how that
money will be spent. An example of _
this is when the BOT obtained from the
legislature in 1980 an additional $1
million specifically for the support of a
new academic plan at USM. The
trustees would then instruct the
campus president to follow the
legislature's orders.
E & G FUNDING (BASIC NEEDS) (in millions)
SOURCES USES
University of Maine
$404
State
$645
University of Maine
841 2
State
873 1
19113-84
8104 9
MILLION
1984-85
$114 3'
MILLION
Salaries and Wafts
869 0hi Fringe Benefits
$135
Other
$22.4
Salaries and Wages
$75 7
Fringe Benefits
814.9
Otter
$23 7
Graphic illustration of the changes in
UTvlaine budgeting
Show Us YourCard-and
We'll Show You a Meal!
Student Night Every Tuesrlay, 20% Off Any Dinner
Route 2-Milford. Maine
Open 7 Days a Week
827-7827
THE PINES
RESTAURANT
-A Touch of Home.'
Specializing in-
Italian Dishes
and Seafood
The Golden Scissors
132 N. Main St., Brewer 989-1934
, MEN
$4 Hair
Cut
WOMEN With UMO I.D.$4 off any%./ perm
Hours: M-Sat. 8-5
Thurs, Fri Eves by Appt.
Listen to V-101 FM for our
other Weekly Specials
‘Il) Tonight Is
Heineken Night.
$1.05 All Night
•
•
\A 500 Main St.
Bangor, Maine.
Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the fall
semester for up to $200.00. Applications
should be picked up in the
Graduate center
The deadline is October 17,1983
Maine Graduate School The Graduate Center
Winslow Hall 114 Estabrooke Hall
—
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World/U.S. News
Court decision,
treat dying patient
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP)—A state
appeals court judge upheld a
lower court's decision ordering
chemotherapy and radiation
treatments for a 12-year-old
girl dying of bone cancer. The
girl's family, members of a
fundamentalist religion that
believes only God can heal, is
taking the case to the Tennessee
Supreme Court.
Watt draws fire
for offending remark
!rsin I - WASHINGTON (AP)—Interior
Secretary James Watt drew
protests from blacks, women,
Jews and the handicapped
Wednesday after making a
Ler
in'
ches
ood
=NNIMP"
remark offending those special
interest groups.
After a Senate vote barred him
from leasing any more federal
land for coal mining, Watts told
a businessd group he's being
advised by "every kind of
mixture.. .1 have a black, I have a
woman, two jews and a cripple."
Watt apologized to those
groups, saying his choice of
words "was unfortunate."
Soviets admit that
shooting airliner
was a 'mistake'
MADRID (AP)—A Soviet
delegate to a conference on East-
West relations acknowledged
Wednesday that Soviet pilots
made a "mistake" in shooting
down Korean Air Lines flight
007. In an interview with the
British Broadcasting Corp-
SOPEOMORE9
You may be eligible to receJA-c_ the CTZ.-)LL J 
SCHOLARSHIP:
The stuclent who was a,..Tre<wen the 1982-.0 academic
year and vho had the greatest improvement in t:.leir
Grade Point Average between the fall and .- ring
semesters will receive the scholarship, .2c• be
considered, leave your narce with Donna Lod.a in the
Student Aid Office, Wingate Hall, NO LATER THAN
10/15/83.
/
-4\ I
7.7
28 Mill Street, Orono
866-5515
"The restaurant with the greenhouse"
Open 6:30 a.m.-midnight Daily
Breakfast , Lunch, and Dinner
Celebrated Cuisine
Breakfast Special $1.99
6:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
2 eggs, toast, home fries, and coffee
Soup and Salad Special $2.75
Sunday Brunch Specials
Hearty Homemade Soups Made Daily
Happy Hour,
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
"2 for 1"
Let us be your favorite eating spot
oration, the dele,gate repeated
the Soviet charge the jet was on a
U.S. spy mission, but said the
Soviet pilots would never have
opened fire if they knew it was a
commercial airliner.
AT&T seeks
reduction in
long-distance rates
WASHINGTON (AP)—Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph
Co. officials said Wednesday the
company is asking federal
regulators to approve cuts in long
distance call rates. The company
plans to publicize the proposal
next month. If approved, the cuts
will bring 10 to 15 percent savings
on long distance calls, making it
the largest reduction in
telecommunications history.
Chemical plant
rocked by explosion
SALISBURY, N.C. (AP)—A
series of explosions hit a
Salisbury chemical plant
Wednesday, shaking buildings
two miles away and sending
flames 200 feet into the sky.
Toxic smoke in the area caused
75 families to be evacuated.
Although no one was killed, at
least five people were hurt in the
explosion.
Reagan says
Americans agree
with relocating U.N.
WASHINGTON (AP)—Presi-
dent Reagan said Wednesday
most Americans might agree if
some U.N. delegates want to
move the organization's
headquarters out of New York
City.
.1KYROMAWLEADR:AWAOLECILWAW&Wma 511ftW*AWM,(1110e1PATeLMLLIaNCM.L4_
V
COLLEGE INN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Formerly University Motor Inn
We Have All Kinds Of Specials!
*Monday Night Football Special
12 oz. Bud Light- 75-
*Different Drink On Special Every Night
only SI .00 per drink
*Daily Breakfast & Lunch Specials
Breakfast 6 a.m.-11 a.m.; Lunch I I a.m.-2 p.m.
*Dinner Special Every Wed. & Friday Night
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
Lounge Open: Mon-Fri 3-12, Sat 4-12, Sun 6-12
00 00 era 'a
a.r--
X
raimWswrimamma,
-13-Le= Movies-To-Go
rim
VIDEO
IDEO CENTER
Broadway Shopping Center
Bangor, Maine 04401
•••••••
MOMS VI01110
Rent A Video Cassette Recorder Now
Affordable Rates
Overnight $15
each additional day $5
includes 1 free movie
each additional movie $3
Comets
Police
Movies Elton John
Flashdance Rolling Stones
Altered States _ Neal Young
An Officer And A Gentleman
Taps
Superman II
Blues Brothers
and over 1000 other titles available
new movies' arriving weekly
Open: M-Th, 9:30 a.m1r7 p.m.
Fri-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
SI
•
• f
AjA
HOME VIDEO
I
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Sports
Second half goal propels Bears over USM
Chris Newcomb (16) beats USM goali• Scott Michaels. (Wood photo)
by Paul T. Cook
Staff writer
Freshman striker Joe
Santangelo took a pass off the
foot of teammate Kevin
Thalacker and rifled it into the
upper right hand corner of the
net to give the UMO soccer team
a 2-1 victory over the University
of Southern Maine Wednesday.
The goal, scored with 17:46 left
in the game, was the first of
Santangelo's career. It was the
only goal of the second half and
capped a Maine comeback, after
they had fallen behind 1-0.
Strong winds were a factor
throughout the game and aided in
USM's goal. Maine was unable to
keep the ball out of its end and
finally USM capitalized when
Paul Bennett scored off a Tom
irdromr" Score Big
,A *oh
a 'INIINimaisic
. -
2 FL 0/ - 355 me •
WITH
Refreshing as .the land of sky blue waters®
Hamm s has the taste that scores big-from start to finish.
Team up with the winner from the land of sky blue waters.
Hamm's the beer refreshing! And for you light beer drink&
there's HamMs Special Light.
The Hamrn's Bear
sends his best to the UMO Black Bear Teams & Fans
-.1611141111
Gula assist with a little under
four minutes left in the first half.
However, the Bears struck
back a little more than two
minutes later, at the 43:13 mark,
and evened the count. Chris
Newcomb was credited with the
tally with Bruce Travers assisting.
" In the second half, the Bears
took - control of the action,
backed by the wind. Fullback
Andy Connolly kept USM off-
balance with his intimidating and
aggressive tackling. While he was
anchoring the defense, the Bears
nearly scored three different
times.
Early in the half, before
Santangelo's game-winner, USM
goalie Scott Michaels robbed
(See Soccer, page 18)
ilson St. Brewer _
This
Wednesday Featuring
the Band
"Don't Frett"
• • • •
PREPPY tlINT
ICE CREAM
•
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BASICIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE
•
MIN
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIX/N'SWITH ALL THE
Plus avow 720 hot and cold ?tams
and our "Fix-Your
-Own" Sunda*
corms,. You can't boot Hi
6'hit Room,
427 Main Street, Bangor
sau. 
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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of aMach
2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Hanier or one of our
other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time
you're 23. But it takes a special commitment on your
part. We demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to be one.
If you're a freshman or
sophomore, ask about our
111111111111111
Maybe you can be one ofus.
fir', AIM m/0
undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're
a junior, check out our graduate pmgrams. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you can count
on going farther...faster.
Go farther...
faster.
11111111111111111311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111
The Fen.
The Proud.
The .flarines.
See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Flynn when he visits your campus, or call
him at (603) 668-0830.
17
24,4
4
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• SOCCER
Maine's John Tierney with a
diving save. Michaels thwarted
Maine's offense again a few
moments later when he saved
Santangelo's hard shot at the net.
John O'Connor fired a hard shot
at the net minutes later only to
have Michaels again rise to the
challenge.
USM did manage to get the
ball in Maine's net once, but the
play was disallowed because a
Huskie hand pushed the ball in.
The Bears also lost a potential
scoring opportunity due to an
offsides call.
(continued from page 16)
Maine goalie Jeff Spring was
called on to make a big save when
the Bears were called for
obstruction inside the penalty
area. Spring deflected the indirect
kick wide and kept Maine's lead.
The Flushing, N.Y. resident, a
high school All-American at Holy
Cross High last year, had three
saves on seven USM shots. USM
goalie Michaels had seven saves
on 10 Bear attempts.
Bear coach Jim Dyer said, "I
am not satisfied that we played as
well as we can. However, I
thought we had some good play
L & A Market
Mill St., Orono
The little guy tries harder
Best Beer prices in town
Coldest Beer in town
Come in and see our discount prices
Old Milwaukee
12 pack 12 oz. cans
Busch Bar Bottles
Pepsi & Diet Pepsi
1 liter bottles
Reunite 1.5 liter
Lam brusco Bianco Rosa to
-
$14.10
& tax/dep.
$8.25/case
& tax/dep.
2 for 89c
&tax/dep.
$4.75
& tax
from a few individual. Ron
(Robillard) played well and John
Tierney also did a strong job.
And you can't go without
crediting Santangelo. He has
been wanting to score badly and
he finally got it."
Dyer wasn't altogether
displeased with his team's play,
although he pointed out a few of
the Bear's weaknesses.
"I think we need to become
more consistent in terms of
passing the ball. Also, I need to
develop more patience in
allowing a young team to grow.
Anytime you can come from
behind and win, you have to feel
good. We didn't play that well,
but sometimes it's a good sign
when a team can play badly and
still win.
The Bears, now 3-1, will
entertain New Hampshire
College on Sunday.
There will be a meeting of the Student Athletic
Promotions Committee on Thursday at 6:15 p.m. in
Brud Folger's office, room 142 of the Memorial
Gym. All people interested in promoting athletic
spirit, marketing, sales and promotional activities
activities please attend.
SKATERS
Need ENTHUSIASTIC Skaters to join
UMO Varsity Precision Team
Tryouyts Sept. 29 8:15 pm
Practice Ice Sept. 28 8:30 pm -
For More Info Contact
Carolyn 581-4643 Rm. 210
SeaSOn
NOW thru Oct. 1st
Our PRE-SEASON SALE features a great selection of
Alpine and X-C skis, boots, poles and accessories, as well as
sweaters, parkas, gloves and goggles.
Touring Equipment
OFF
Skis, Boots, Bindings
,
Poles & Accessories
—
Sweaters
2 fer1 or 4070 Per item
Men's, Ladies' & Kids'
Biv ticeo offbs Stretch 
Pants
Men's, Ladies & Kids'
rrs NICE TO HAVE A FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS
Alpine Equipment
40% OFF
Skis, Boots, Bindings,
Poles & Accessories
Parkas & Suits
3o 60% OFF
Men's, Ladies' & Kids'
Hats, Long U
nderwear, T-Necks,
Goggles, Gloves & Mittens
Um OFF
MCK
Maine Square, Hogan Road, Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Sat. 10-6, Fri. 10-9, Closed Wed. & Sun.
Closed Thursday for this week only
— -
C°12"t rldt
kntucky pried
Chicken.
650 Broadway
BANGOR, ME 04401
945-5993
Call for information.
We deliver.
Women's
Ice Hockey
Club
MEETING:
Thursday,Sept. 22
at 7:00p.m. in the
Peabody Lounge
Memorial Union.
Old Members must
attend
New Members
very welcome
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THRIFT WAY\\ 153 Park St., Orono
CLIP OUR COUPON
Thriftway's Thirsty Thursday
g6ginina:
12 pack of 12 oz. cans
ONLY $3.99-
You Save $2.00,
Regular and Light Beer
& Friday
& Saturday
STROH's PREMIUM BEER
Case of 12 oz. Bar Bottles,
ONLY $7.99
Regularly $11.50
-Limit 2 Per Customer
Offer While Supplies Last- Thursday, Friday & Saturday.
TRY THEM FIRST, TRY US LAST
\cveir Ydie.4:7t.cca
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted
LL1
I
t P ir C'LW
67 00 D
Fly with/the finest.
during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.
Al- ThrurRA-Vty c7ivE
1.44 est/molts/46 /NT
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FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
This Coupon Good For:
1-FREE GAME OF POOL or
2-FREE VIDEO GAMES
AT THRIFT WAY
U.M.O. Students Only, Bring I.D.
Expires 9/25/83
This is an excellent opportunity to prow your-
self amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi-
cer Commissioning Programs.
"See your Marine Corps Officer Representative at Wells Commons
--ft on Sept. 27th, 28th and 29th from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m."
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United Way
benefit
planned
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring
UMO United Way Day at the
Organizational Fair this Saturday.
September 24. APO is encouraging
organizations to donate 10-20 percent
of their proceeds to United Way. Also
various activities are planned such as a
pafachute jump unto the mall under
the United Way Banner. a raffle of
_ ../TV's. selling United Way T-Shirts, etc.
  /- Prizes for the best funding idea and
/ largest organization will be given out.
For further information contact:
SCOTT LEMIEUX
Alpha Phi Omega
8 Fogler Library
581-1689
or
Student Activities Office
581-1793
Limited
Co-op space
A limited number of spaces are
available for female students interest-
ed in Colvin Hall. the women's
cooperative residence hall. Residents
plan, prepare and serve their own
meals and are responsible for the care
and cleaning of the hall. Rates are
lower than in conventional residence
halls. Interested students (including
off-campus) should contact Terri
Gallant, Colvin Hall Resident Director,
or call 4555.
Counseling aids
eating disorders
Eating Disorders Group
(Binge-Purge Syndrome)
Many women deal with stress and
tension by eating to excess. Some
women binge on large amounts of food
and eliminate the food by vomiting,
using laxatives,..or going on a severe
fast. This condition is called
"bulimia".
Psychological treatment strategies
have been developed to help the
bulimic individual change this prob-
lematic way of relating to food.
If you are interested in a group for
women with this problem. contact one
of the Counseling Center offices, at
either Cutler Health Center (581:4020)
or Fernald Hall (581-1392) to schedule
an interview with one of the
counselors.
Time: Tuesdays, 5:30-7 p.m.,
starting September 27 (through
the end of the semester).
Group Leaders: Lee Nicoloff and
Miriam Erickson
Even if you cannot meet at this time,
call one of the Center offices anyway;
individual counseling is available.
Bear's Den Band
Friday & Saturday
Los Dos
9:00-12:00 midnight
Caution: sexually
transmitted diseases
Today, I'd like to talk a little bit
about sexually transmitted diseases.
At the mention of these three words in
succession many people get a strange
tingley feeling down their backs and
their knees feel funny. No one wants to
talk about sexually transmitted diseas-
es. The very thought is enough to
cause unhealthy stress for some
people.. .the problem being that
somewhere between ignoring and
completely avoiding STD's, many
people haver'- !7:91101 tvhat they
really are. Because of this hush-hush
practice, some who have contracted
symptoms are afraid to tell anyone.
and they just hope that if they Cover 11
up. it will go away. Perhaps the
symptoms will go away, but is it worh
risking brain damage, sterility, paraly-
sis and any number of other serious
STD complications?
There are some major STD's and I'd
like to talk about four of them today. In
Part 2, I will discuss the other five (Oh.
Joy!) and some preventative
measures.
Gonorrhea is a disease that can be
contracted from direct contact of
infected mucous membranes with the
urethra, cervix, anus, throat or eyes.
Symptoms may be white or yellow
discharge from genitals or anus, or
pain of urination or defecation.. .or
there may be no symptoms of
gonorrhea at all. First symptoms
would ustra;ly appear within 2-10 days.
Complications include sterility, arthrit-
is, perihepatitis (disease of the liver),
mentrigitis, (inflammation of the brain)
and blindness.
Syphilis is contracted from direct
contact with infected sores, rashes or
moist areas of the mouth or genitals.
Symptoms come in two stages. In the
first stage. the appearance of
chancres (painless pimples. blisters or
sores) at the location where the germs
entered the body. Genitals and lips are
the most common areas of enffy.-The
second stage produces a highly
contagious rash of moist patches, hair
loss, sore throat and swollen glands.
These symptoms usually take 10-90
days to appear and can reoccur for up
to two years. Complications of syphilis
include brain damage. insanity,
paralysis, heart disease or death (and
birth defects to the unborn child of a
_pregnant woman with syphilis).
Herpes Simplex II is contracted by
direct contact with blisters or open
sores. Usually symptoms include
clusters of tender, painful blisters in
the genital area, painful unination,
swollen glands and fever. The first
appearance of herpes symptoms is
difficult to predict.
Another STD, venereal warts, are
contracted from direct contact with
warts. Symptoms include local irrita-
tion, itching, and wart-like growths,
usually on the genitals, anus or throat.
Folks that's enough for this
week.. .If you have any questions
pertaining to any sexually transmitted
diseases, feel free to call us at our
offices on the ground floor of Hancock
Hall - 581-4769.
Stay tuned for Part III, in which we
will discuss PREVENTION OF STD's.
Making intelligent eating decisions
When faced with the many
opportunities to eat and drink, many
college just submit and indulge. _
NO IT'S NOT a new olympic-event
or even the name of a sports team for
18-year-olds. It's that five or 10 or 15
or more extra pounds around the
middle which many college freshman
carry home for Christmas vacation.
One of the pleasures of going away
to school is the chance to make choices
about one's lifestyle, including food
habits. When faced with the many
opportunities to eat and drink, many
college freshman just submit and
indulge. It isn't until their visit home
for the holidays that the reason for
their increasing difficulty in getting
into their jeans becomes apparent.
College dining halls may be a new
experience and often provide a
bewildering array of choices in
sometimes unlimited quantity. Seek-
ing to get their money's worth, many
students find themselves loading their
trays with riah desserts. Frequently
they aren't able  to eat everything they
have chosen,-thus contributing to the
problem of food waste in college
dining halls. This is another case of the
disparity in size between the eye and
the stomach.
Although some food is left uneaten,
many students still manage to get in
enough extra calories to gain weight.
A gain of 15 pounds between Labor
Day and Christmas is about one pound
per week. To gain at that rate one
would have to eat 500 extra calories
each day. In tastier terms, 500 calories
is equivalent to a couple of pancakes
with butter and syrup. a little more
than three 12-ounce cans of beer, a
chocolate frappe, 12 oreo cookies, a
slice of pecan pie of a quarter-pound
hamburger with cheese.
Even if regular meals are relatively
normal, most campuses support eager
entrepreneurs who cater to students'
night-time study break cravings with
tempting arrays of pizza. hamburgers,
—fries and subs. If tti t isn't enough.a
there are always 
ven4 
ing machines
which are not usually packed with low
calorie snacks.
How can one avoid taking the
freshman 15 home for Christmas? The
first step is awareness. The next is to
take some preventive measures.
Survey the fields. Discover what
choices your dining hall offers ibefore
plunging into calorie overload. Many
schools offer dieter's specials, or
calorie counts on their menus as well
as salad bars. But watch the salad
dressing at 75 to 100 calories per
tablespoon. It can be deadly.
Out of sight, out of mind. Don't
tempt yourself with goodies kept in
your room. If you have to get up and go
out to get food,. you are less likely to
eat it.
(this is a paid advertisement)
Eat the good stuff first. If you must
have some food in your room, make it
fruit, popcorn or some other low-
calorie snack.
Tell your mother that you'd rather
have a new tape or sweater.
Well-meaning Mom, who is convinced
that you are wasting away without
home cooking can often contribute to
the problem by sending her most
.calorie-laden cookies.
Get moving. Become involved in
some type of physical activity as soon
as you get to school. Get out and
explore the campus, join a team or find
a jogging partner. Try an exercise
break instead of a food break while
studying.
Carol Courser is a Extension
Specialist or nutrition at the
University of New Hampshire.
Reprinted by permission from the
author.
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